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If there’s two things...

1. Financial Services is serious about **Open Source**

2. Open Source is a **massive opportunity** for **you** and **your organization**
A diverse and growing Community
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So where is OSS in the industry, really?

Innovators: Strategic contribution
Early Adopters: Ad hoc Contribution
Early Majority: Controlled consumption
Late Majority: Ad-hoc Consumption
Laggards: No OSS(*)
And that’s where FINOS comes in.
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Open Source
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“Financial services future will be open source and real time.”

Chris Skinner
(The Finanser)
Top line is not what it used to be
“This city is just such a melting pot. I mean look at us. You’re from Rhode Island, I’m from Connecticut. You work in real estate, I work in finance. It’s truly remarkable.” - Baron & Darren
Commoditization is the new virtualization
Increased regulation hits the bottomline
Compliance as (open source) code
Financial Institutions -> Individuals -> (Fin)Tech vendors -> Regulators
“In 10 years the core of the global financial engine will be open source”

Gabriele Columbro
Executive Director, FINOS

Source: OSSF 2019
Thank you for attending and see you next year!

Learn more and join the Community at

finos.org/community
github.com/finos
wiki.finos.org
#OSSF2019

Help us spread the word!